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The Bushcraft Camp is about to happen!  

This note contains essential information so please read carefully.  
 

The camp will be held at Manjedal activities centre – 163 Manjedal Drive, Karrakup WA. Manjedal is a fantastic 
scout campsite situated on 184 hectares of Jarrah Forest midway between Byford and Jarrahdale, about a 40 
minute drive from Bullcreek-Leeming Scout Hall. 
 

1. The purpose of the camp is to teach the cubs about camping and bush skills and to have a heap of fun. 

The cubs will be sleeping in tents for 2 nights sharing with other cubs. They will be setting up and 

packing up their tents (with help and guidance), using compasses, learning bush safety, building fires 

and even cooking some of their own food. We are hoping that all cubs will be able to complete their 

Bushcraft Level 1 badge while at camp.  

2. Parents will be required to transport their cub/s to and from Manjedal – car pooling with other parents 

is recommended. 

3. The cost of the camp is $85 and that includes everything! Payment required by 12 November 2018 at 

the latest. 

4. The packing list is on our website. Warm clothing and warm sleeping bag is a must – it may get COLD. 

5. All cubs must submit a Y3 form before attending the camp. Submit page 2 of that form with payment. 

This form contains important emergency contact information in case the camp leaders need to contact 

you (unlikely!).  

6. Emergency contact details if you need to contact us during the camp will be provided beforehand.   

7. We need a lot of parent help on the camp for jobs such as cooking, assisting with running activities, 

supervising tent setup and pack up etc.  Parents attend at no charge because you will be working all 

weekend, however this is more fun than it sounds as usually the parents have a great time as well. 

Parents can car pool (own cars) to and from the camp site.  

8. This is a very special camp held only once year so please make sure that your cub/s will not miss out!  
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